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SINGULARITIES IN THE COMPLEXES OF
PSEUOODIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS

lONGSIK KIM, TACKSUN lUNG and Q-HEUNG CHOI

1. Introduction

Treves [7J introduced the complex of pseudodifferential operators of
the type

(1) D : APC"" (D; E) -+ Ap+1C"" (D; E).

Here D is an open subset of R~, E is one of the spaces H±"", EO± and
D=dt+dtB(t, Dz) (tED, xERn). The operator D acting on functions
is defined as follows

Du(t, x) =dtu+dtB(t, Dz)u
• ou •

= j~i ot
j

dtj + j~i hj (t, Dx ) udtj'

where dtB(t,~) =.t hj (t, ~)dtj and
J=l

hj (t, D:z;)u(t, x) (2;)n feiz.ehj (t, ~)u(t, ~)d~.

In particular, when v=n and hj(t,Dz) = .v-I. ,:>0 (j=I, ... , n), the
UXj

operator ~ D becomes the Cauchy-Riemann operator a.
The solvability (at the p-th step in the complex (1)) of the operator

D was determined by Treves [7J, using the (ifJ) condition. The H:t""
hypoellipticity of the operator D, in dimension 0, was determined by
Maire [6J. In this paper we concern the H±""-hypoellipticity of the
operator D. In § 3, 4, we obtain the necessary and sufficient condition
for the H±""-hypoellipticity (or the ,EO±-hypoanalyticity) .of D in
dimension O. In § 5, we find the necessary and sufficient condition for
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the H±OO-hypoellipticity of D in dimension p (p~1) .

2. Preliminaries

Let Q be an open subset of R" and Rn the dual of an n-dimensional
Euclidean space Rn. For any real number s we denote by Hs=Hs(Rn)
the standad Sobolev space on Rn, i. e., the space of tempered
distributions u in Rn whose Fourier transform u is a measurable
functions in Rm satisfying

Ilulls= (211:) -n(f(1+ 1~12)slu(~) 12d~) 112<+00.

Starting with Hs we build the following spaces
H-oo = UHs, H+oo= nHs•

.eR sER

For any real s, let Es denote the subspace consisting of the generalized
functions u whose Fourier transform u is a measurable function in Rn
satisfying

IJJ u JjJ s= (211:) -n 0e2s,e'l U(~) 12d~)112<+00.

As with the Sobolev spaces, we form the union and intersection of the
spaces Es, but for s going to zero:

EO+= UEs, EO-= nE-s.
s>o s>o

Let t= (th "', t v) denote the variable point in an open set DcR".
Let E be anyone of the spaces H±oo, EO±. If p is any integer such
that O~p~v, we denote by APCoo(Q;E) the sapce of COO p-forms
valued in the space E. Thus to say that u belongs to APeoo (Q; E) is
the same as the saying that

u(t, x) = :E uJdtJ,
IJI=p

where J is an ordered multi-index Uh "., jp) of integers such that 1~
jl<"'<jl1~v, and UJ are COO functions from Q to E.

Now we consider a COO one form in D, depending on the parameter
~ of Rn;

b (t, ~) = t bj (t, ~)dtj.
j=l

We assume that the one form b(t, ~) is exact in D. Thus there exists
a primitive B of b such that b (t, ~) =dtB (t, ';). We also assume that
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(a) B (t,';-) is real valued and positive homogeneous of degree one
with respect to .;-, and

(b) B (t,';-) is a C"" function of t in Q with values in Cl (Rn\0).
We form a pseudodifferential operator

D=dt+b(t, D..,)A.

For each p(O~P~l)-l), it defines a linear operator

DP : APC"" (D; E) -. Ap+lC"" (Q; E),

and DP+loDP=O for any p(O~P~l)-l). We note that D=e-BCt.e)dteBCt,e) .

It is evident that D, hence also .0, generates a complex.
Our purpose is to study the equations

(2.1) Du=j,

where j is a C""(P+1)-form (p~l)-l) in D, or in subsets of Q, with
values in E. Here E is one of the spaces H±"", EO±. By the Fourier
transformation with respect to x we see that (2.1) is equivalent to

(2.2) dt (eB£t) =eB! (for a. e. .;- in Rn).

Thus, if a solution uE APQJ' (Q; E'Vlae) (cf. [7J) exists, we must have
that

(2.3) for a. e. ~ in Rn> the (p+ 1) -form eBCt,e)!(t,~) is a
coboundary.

Vice versa, if (2.3) holds, such a solution u exists, which shows, if
it was needed, that (2.3) is independent of the choice of the primitive
B. We shall systematically refer to (2.3) as the compatibility conditions
for the equation (2. 1). We denote by J6DP+IC"" (Q; E) the space of
elements of AP+IC""(Q; E) which satisfies the compatibility condition
(2.3).

3. Singularities of solutions of the homogeneous equations
in dimension 0

Throughout this section we shall limit ourselves to the case where
the system of operators D acts upon functions, i. e., Q-forms. Thus D
is an operator defied by

(3.1) D: C""(Q; E) -. AIC""(Q;E).

where E one of the four spaces H ±"", EO±•

First we shall consider the null EO±-hypoanalyticity, the definition of
which will be given below. We recall the spaces Es in the section 2
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and their relations:

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

EO+= UEs, EO-= nE-s,
vO vO

Ek+= UEk+s, Ek-= nEk-s,
s>O s>O

••• ::JE-l ::JE0::JEl ::JE2 ::J ••••

DEFINITION 3. 1. D is said to be null EO±-hypoanalytic in Q if, gl-ven
any open subset 0 of Q

(3.5) Du=O, UEC'" (O;EO-) ~uECoo(O; EO+).

THEOREM 3. 1. The following properties are equivalent:

(3.6) The operator D is null EO±-hypoanalytic in Q.
(3.7) Given any open subset 0 of Q and ~ERn\O,

B(t,~»infB(s,~) for all tEO.
sEO

DEFINITION 3. 2. The operator D is H±OO-hypoelliptic in the open set
DXP, PcSn- h if D is globally H±OO-hypoelliptic in every open subset
OXP of QXP.

DEFINITION 3.3. The operator D is globally null H±OO-hypoelliptic in
OXPcQXSn- 1 if

Du=O in OXP=;uECOOCOXP).

DEFINITION 3. 4. The operator D is null H±OO-hypoelliptic in the open
set QXP, PcSn- h if D is globally null H±OO-hypoelliptic in every
open subset of QXP.

The necessary and sufficient condition for the null H±OO-hypoellipticity
of D in OXP will simplify the inequality (1) in Proposition 3 of Maire
[6J, since Du=O in OXP.

PROPOSITION 3. 1. The operator D is globally null H±OO-hypoelliptic in
OXPcQXSn-l if and only if, to every compact subset KXL of OXP
there exist a compact set K ' cO and a constant C>O such that, for any
p>O, ~EL and vECoo(O),

(3. 8) p sup e-pBCt, ~) Iv (t) I :::;; C sup e-pBCt, e) Iv (t) I.
tEK tEK

Now we can define that D is null H±OO-hypoelliptic in Q, in dimension
0, if D is globally null H±OO-hypoelliptic in any open subset OXP of
QXSn-l. Hence we have the following.
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COROLLARY. The necessary and sufficient condition that D is null H ±""
hypoelliptic in Q, in dimension 0, is that D satisfies the inequality (3. 8)
in any open subset 0 XP of Q XSn - l .

REMARK. If the inclusion relation

(3. 9) EO-~H-""~Eo=Ho~H+oo~Eo+

holds, then we can show that the necessary and sufficient condition for
the null H±""-hypoellipticity of D in Q in dimension 0, is equivalent
to the condition (3. 7). Unfortunately the relation (3.9) does not hold
and hence the condition (3. 7) can not guarantee the null H±""
hypoellipticity of D in Q, in dimension 0.

4. Singularities of solutions of the inhomogeneous equations
in dimension 0

In this section we look at the singularities of the solution u E
COO (Q; E) of the equations, in Q,

(4.1) Du=f,

where f is a given element of AlCOO (Q; E). Here E is one of the spaces
H-oo, EO-. When we refer below to the operator D, we regard it as
an operator

D: AOcoo(Q; E) ----+ AIcoo(Q; E).

Here E is one of the spaces H±oo, EO±. The sets SS(u) and SA(u)

are defined at the end of the section 1. 1 in Choi [1].

DEFINITION 4. 1. We say that the operator D is EO±-hypoanalytic in
Q, in dimension 0, if given any open subset 0 of Q and any function
uECoo (0; EO-) ,

(4.2) DUEAICOO(O; EO+) => uECoo(O; EO+).

THEOREM 4. 1. The following conditions are the necessary and sufficient
conditions for D to be EO±-hypoanalytic in Q, in dimension 0.

(4.3) Given any open subset 0 of Q and any fElm D n
dSDI(O; EO+), there exists at least on UEcoo(O;Eo+)

with DU=j.
(4.4) Given any open subset 0 of Q and any ~ESn-h

B (t, ~) >inf B (s,~) holds for all tE O.
,EO
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Proof. Suppose that the conditions (4.3), (4.4) hold. Assume that
given any open subset 0 of a, uECoo(O;EO-) and Du-fEAICoo(O;
EO+). Then DuElmDntSD1Coo(0;Eo+). By the assumption (4.3), there
exists Ul E COO (0; EO+) with DUI= Du. On the other hand UI - u is a
solution of Du = 0 and hence by the assumption (4. 4) UI - u E Coo (0; EO+) .
Therefore U=UI+ (U-UI) belongs to coo(O;Eo+).

Conversely if (4.3) or (4.4) does not hold, then clearly D is not
EO±-hypoanalytic.

DEFINITION 4.2. We say that the operator D is H±oo-hypoelliptic in
a, in dimension 0, if given any open subset 0 of a and any function
uECoo(O; H-oo),

(4.5) DUEAICOO(O; H+oo) => uECoo(O; H+oo).

THEOREM 4. 2. The following conditions are the ncessary and sufficient
conditions for D to be H±oo-hypoelliptic in a, in dimension O.

(4.6) Given any open subset 0 of a, for any fE Im D ntSD1Coo
(0; H+oo), there exists at least one UECoo(O; H+oo) with

DU-f.
(4.7) Given any open subset OXP ofaXS"-h to every compact

subset KXL of OXP there exist a compact K'cO and
a constant C>O such that, for any p>O, ~EL and vE
COO (0),

p sup e-pB<d) Iv (t) I ::;;C sup e-pB<d) Iv (t) I.
eeK teK'

The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 4. 1.

REMARK. Under the hypothesis that D has property 1;(0) stated in
Kim [5J the necessary and sufficient condition for the EO±-hypoanaly
ticity (or H±oo-hypoellipticity) of D in a, in dimension 0, is equivalent
to the condition (4.4) (or (4. 7».

EXAMPLE 4.1. Let B(t,e) = (tI3-t23)e, tER2, eER". Then, clearly,
B(t, e) satisfies the condition (4. 4) and (4. 7) for all eES"-h in an
open set a= (- Th T I ) X (- T 2, T 2) CR2. Given Du-f with fE t!l,D!Coo
(a; E), we can construct a solution uECoo(a; E) of this equation using
the integral representation in Choi [lJ. Here E is one of the spaces
H+oo, P;O+. Therefore D satisfies the conditions (4.3), (4.6). So D is
EO±-hypoanalytic and H±oo-hypoelliptic in a, in dimension O.

EXAMPLE 4.2. The simple operator D=%t-it2%x in (- T, T),
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xERl, is EO±-hypoanalytic and H±OO-hypoelliptic since B(t, ~) =t3~/3

satisfies the conditions (4.3), (4.4), (4.6), (4. 7). That this operator
D is hypoanalytic and hypoelliptic in the usual sense in a well known
fact.

5. Singularities in dimension p (p 21)

We consider the complex of sheaves
D'

(5.1) ..·~APcoo(D; E)~ AP+Icoo(D; E)-+···,

p=O, 1, ... , ),)-1. Here E is one of the spaces H±oo, EO±. When p>O,
we note that given any uEAPcoo(D; H-OO) and any jE AP+ICOO (D; H-OO),
the equation

Du=j, jE!£DP+1coo(D; H+OO),

can not guarantee uE APCoo (D; H+OO) even if B (t,~) is sufficiently nice.
In fact, if uE!£DPCOO(D; H-OO) and p>O, then Du=O. So there can be
an element vEAPcoo(D; H-OO), p>O, such that Dv=O but v$.Apcoo(Q;
H+OO), even if B (t, ~) is a nice function. Therefore the natural
generalization of the H ±OO-hypoellipticity in Q, in dimension p (p>0),
can be stated as follows; namely, if, given any open subset 0 of Q,

Du=j in 0 and jEAp+ICoo(O; H+OO),

then there exists vEAp-lCoo (O;H-OO) such that

u-DvEAPCoo(O; H+OO).

The above property can be stated in microlocal version. We note
that the space of micro p-forms in 0 is by definition

APCOO (0; H-OO) / APCOO (0; H+OO)

Then our complex {APCoo(O; H-OO) ; D} induces in a natural way, a
complex of micro forms, namely,

(5.2) bp : APCoo(O; H-OO) / AP+ICOO(O; H+oo)
~ Ap+lCoo (0; H-OO) / Ap+lCoo (0; H+oo).

Via the system bp we can define H±OO-hypoellipticity in p-th step(p>
0) as follows.

DEFI~ITION 5.1. D is H=oo-hypoelliptic in dimension p, p=l, 2, ... ,
),)-1, in Q if, given any open subset 0 of D

Im bp-l=Ker bp

in the complex (5.2).
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These ideas for the definition of the H±oo-hypoelIipticity in dimension
,p(p>O) are quoted from the paper of Kim [3J.

, We note that the above definition is a true generalization of the H±oo_
hypoelIipticity defined when p=O in Definition 5.2 if we set A-ICoo
(0; E) =0 for E=H+OO or H-oo.

We consider the following three complexes
i DO Dl

(5.3) 0 - Ker DO _ COO (0; H-oo) _ AICOO(O; H-OO) _ "',
i

(5.4) 0 - Ker no IH+oo _ COO (0; H+OO)

~AICoo(O; H+oo)D~ "',

i
(5.5) 0 - Ker DO/Ker no IH+ OO - Coo (0; H-oo) IC (0; H+OO)

iJo Dl
_ AICoo(O; H-oo)IAICoo(O; H+oo) _ "',

where 0, i, DP IH+ OO denote any open subset of Q, an inclusion, a
. restriction of DP to APCoo(O; H+oo), respectively. Let fJ=a cochain
complex (5. 3),

£=a cochain complex (5.4),
@=a cochain complex (5.5).

In the following commutative diagram the row sequences are exact

(5.6)

That is, 0~ £ ~ fJ ~ @~ 0 is an exact sequence.
Therefore we obtain a long exact cohomology sequence

(5.7)
io" 000- HO (£) _ HO (fJ) _ HO (@) _ HI (£) _ ..•_ Hp-l (@)

Op-l iti* rp op
- HP(£) - HP(fJ) - HP(@) _ HP+1(£) -"',

where op is a connecting homomorphism. Here i p*, rp are induced
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homomorphisms. The cohomology space in the sequence (5. 7) are
defined in the standard manner; that is,

HO(tJ3) =Ker DOIH+oo, HO«(J) =Ker DO, HO «(2) =Ker bo, if p>O,
HP(tJ3) =Ker DPIH+oo/Im Dp-1IH+oo,
HP«(J) =Ker DP/Im DP-l,
HP ((2) =Ker DP/Im bp-I.

REMARK 5. 1. Definition 5. 1 that D is H ±OO-hypoelliptic in dimension
p, P=I, ···,v-l, in Q is equivalent to HP «(2) =0. In paticular the
H±OO-hypoellipticity of DO is equivalent to HO «(2) =0.

First we consider the H±OO-hypoellipticity of DO. By the following
exact sequence

~ ~°~ HO(tJ3)~ HO«(J)~ HO «(2)~ Hl(tJ3) ~ Hl«(J)~ ..•

the necessary and sufficient condition for HO «(2) = ° is that HO «(J) =
HO (tJ3) and i I* : HI(tJ3) ~ HI«(J) a monomorphism. We recall that
HO «(J)=Ker DO, HO(tJ3)=Ker DO,HO(tJ3)=Ker DOIH+oo. We note that

HO(iJ) =HO(tJ3) for any given open subset 0 of ()
~ Ker DO = Ker DO IH+ OO for any given open subset () of Q

~ DOu=O, uECoo(O; H-OO) implies that
uECoo(O; H+oo) for any given open subset of Q

~ DO is null H±OO-hypoelliptic in Q.

Therefore the necessary and sufficient condition for HO «(J) =Ho (,is) is
equivalent to the necessary and sufficient condition for the null H+oo
hypoellipticity of DO. Thus, by Proposition 3.1, the necesay and
sufficient condition for HO(iJ) =HO(,iS) is that for any ~ESn-I and all
t E 0, B (t,~) satisfies the inequality (3. 7).

On the other hand, that the map i I* : HI (tJ3) ~ HI «(J) is a
monomorphism is equivalent to that for any fE Im DO ntJ3D1Coo (0; H +00)
there exists at least one UECoo(O; H+OO) with DU=f. Therefore we
have

THEOREM 5.1. DO is H±OO-hypoelliptic in Q if and only if the
following conditions (a) and (b) hold.

(a) Given any open subset 0 of Q, for any fE ImDO n&DICOO (0;
H+OO) there exists at least one UECOO«();H+OO) with DOU=f.

(b) Given any open subset OXP of QXSn- h to every compact subset
KXL of ()XP there exist a compact K'c() and a constant C>O
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such that, for any p>. 0, ~EL and vECOO(O)

p sup e-BCd ) Iv(t) I S;C sup e-pBCt,~) Iv(t) I.
tEK tE~

REMARK 5. 2. Theorem 5. 1 is the same as Theorem 4. 2.

Next we consider the H±OO-hypoellipticity of DP(p>O) in D. We
recall that the necessary and sufficient condition for the H±OO-hypoellip
ticity of DP in D is that HP(@) =0 for any given open subset 0 of D.

We consider the following exact sequence
o ip*

(5.8) .. , _HP-l(@) - HP(J!,) - HP(.;J) -HP(@)
ip+l*- Hp+l (IS) _ HP+l (.;J) _ ....

The necessary and sufficient condition that HP (C) =0 is that ip* : HP(t!!,)

---'> HP (.;J) is an epimorphism and ip +1*: HP+! (t!!,) ---'> HP+! (.;J) is a
monomorphism. Therefore we obtain the following theorem.

THEOREM 5.2. D is H±=-hypoelliptic, in dimension p(p>O), in D if

and only if given any open subset 0 of D, in the sequence (5.8).

ip* : HP (t!!,) ---'> HP (.;J) is an epimorphism and
ip+1*: HP+l(t!!,) ---'>HP+l(.;J) is a monomorphism.

REMARK 5. 3. In the above we set

HP (t!!,) =Ker DP IH+oo/Im DP-11 H+ OO and
HP(.;J) =Ker DP/Im DP-l.

That ip* : HP (t!!,) ---'> HP (.;J) is an epimorphism is equivalent to the fact
that for any fEKer DP there exists at least one f'EKer DPIH+ oo with
f-f'Elm DP-l.

On the other hand, that ip +1* : HP+l(t!!,) ---'>HP+l(.;J) is a monomorp
hism is equivalent to the fact that given any open subset 0 of D, for
any fETm DP nJ!,DP+1C=(O;H+OO) there exists at least one UEAPC=(O;

H+oo) with DPu=f. Therefore Theorem 5.2 can be restated as follows.

THEOREM 5. 2'. D is H ±OO-hypoelliptic, in dimension p (p>0), in D if

and only if the following conditions (a) and (b) hold.

(a) Given any open subset 0 of D, for any fEKer DP there exists at

least one f'EKer DPIH+oo with f-f'E/m DP-l

(b) Given any open subset 0 of D, for any

fE/m DP nt!!,DP+1C=(O; H+=) there exists at least one
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UEAPCOO(O; H+OO) with DPU=f.

EXAMPLE. Let B(t, .;') = (t1
3-t2

3).;' (.;'ER n ) and D=dt+dt B(t, Dx ).

Then D is H±OO-hypoelliptic, in dimension 1, in Q= (- T h T 1) X
(- T 2, T 2) CR2.

Proof. Given any open subset 0 of Q, let f be an element of Ker
D1 for the given open set O. Take any element f' E Ker D 1 1H+ OO for
the open set O. To show that D satisfies the condition (a) in Theorem
5. 2', in dimension 1, it suffices to show that for any to E 0 there exist
an open neighborhood 0' of to in 0 and U E COO (0'; H-OO) with DO U
= f - f' in 0'. But we can construct such U using the integral
representation in Choi [1]. Therefore D satisfies the condition (a) in
Theorem 5.2', in dimension 1. Also we can see that D satisfies the
condition (b) in Theorem 5.2', in dimension 1, by using the integral
representation in Choi [IJ. Hence D is H=oo-hypoelliptic, in dimension
1, in Q.

REMARK 5.4. If we follow all the discussions in this section with
replating H=oo by EO=, we can obtain the necessary and sufficient
condition for the EO±-hypoanalyticity of DP (p= 1, 2, "', v-I) in Q

with replacing H±oo by EO± in Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 5.2'.
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